Dear Editor:
For nearly eight years, Americans have experienced a rogue administration pushing
the agenda of deep-pocketed activists by “decreeing” and enforcing destructive policies
that cater to miniscule parts of the total population and which leave families
wondering how to react to increasing moral decay.
People who believed in God founded our country. Those who totally reject Him are now
governing it. They act like despots, wanting us to accept humanistic social
engineering. Instead of keeping out of the home and family, many set policies that will
systematically destroying the very bedrock of our country—the nuclear family.
Recently, President Obama and the U. S. Departments of Education and Justice
issued a “guidance” directive for our children’s schools that changes the restroom,
locker room and shower policies, making them open to people who are gender
confused. Most families see nothing “correct” about such ”guidance.” For example,
when sexually developed men can come into a shower, dressing room or bathroom in a
school, hospital or other public facility and watch woman or little girls in a state of
undress, how can a woman or girl feel safe? Not enabling perversion or potential
predators and protecting all our citizens and not catering to a micro-minority for
dubious purposes of social engineering should government’s first job.
Of course, some in our government don’t believe in God’s Word or respect His creation.
They want to be demigods encouraging individuals to freely remake themselves in their
own image. This neo-pagan idea means they people can take their bodies and choose
any idea of sexual expression to use or abuse their bodies. However, even when
humans do everything in their power to change their inborn, God-given chromosomes
that are XX or XY, they still are unable to usurp God’s authority. Chromosomes don’t
change.
We live in perilous days. God’s truth is not just an opinion or a mere suggestion. God’s
Word as is final, and He is the final judge. Let’s please Him, rather than ourselves,
someone down the street or a God-opposing administration in Washington.
Salvation through the work of Christ on the cross is a far better “transition” than
anything our leaders suggest. It makes sense of our humanity and restores our
dignity. It calls us to be men and women who see our bodies as gifts—vessels by which
we may give thanks and glory to our Redeemer. Remaining silent during such
humanistic assaults is not only wrong, but may well prove extraordinarily costly.
Sincerely,
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